You can use this coloring book to help children learn English Alphabet with words in a fun way and improve their English and coloring skills. It includes many of the words children might see in their life and help them in their educational curriculum.

For more free support materials visit:
www.elearningmine.com/korkortoon

For more songs, stories, programs and educational videos for children follow us on:
www.youtube.com/korkortoon
Aa

Apple
Bb

Ball
C

Cat
Dd
Duck
Ee

Elephant
Ff

Fish
Gg
Guitar
Hh
Horse
Icecream
Jj

Jellyfish

www.youtube.com/korkortoon
Kk

Kangaroo
Lion
Nn
Net
Octopus
Pp

Pineapple
Qq
Queen
Rr

Rabbit
Ss

Sun
Tt
Tree
Uu

Umbrella
Vv
Vase
Ww
Watermelon
Xx

Xylophone
Z
Z
Zebra
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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KORKOR TOON Coloring Books is a new way for children to learn. Provide an educational adventure to help children learn and improve their skills in an atmosphere full of love, discovery, fun and entertainment.

For more songs, stories, programs and educational videos for children follow us on:
www.youtube.com/korkortoon
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